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Abstract: The Identification of Indian vehicles by their number plates is an extremely difficult examination theme for quite a while. The number plate acknowledgment innovation is utilized to recognize the model and state of the number plate of a vehicle. The tag contains data about the Vehicles direction and the vehicle's exceptional distinguishing proof. The permit number plate is utilized for various thought processes like following number plates by traffic police, for the investigation of robbery vehicles, leaving the board of vehicles, cost square, and so on. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is the strategy that is utilized for the acknowledgment of the personality of a vehicle number plate. As innovation is getting progressed step by step, there are numerous perspectives on planning the vehicle number plates. Fancy Number Plate Recognition (FNPR) is the procedure that utilization in the acknowledgment of extravagant number plates of vehicles and distinguishes the Registration Number Formats set by the RTO and the Government. We caught a picture of a vehicle number plate by utilizing a camera and by handling the picture and anticipating regardless of whether the number plate of the vehicle is extravagant. On the off chance that a Fancy number plate is distinguished, send the grumbling to the RTO Section. There are additionally a few reaches for lessening crime like taken vehicles, the bootleg market of vehicles, unlawful number plate style as well as the project will be carried out on the entry of safety control at government regions, military zone.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fancy Number Plate Recognition (FNPR) is a high-level picture handling innovation that utilizes proficient calculations to perceive the number plate of a vehicle from continuous pictures. The principal objective is to plan a productive and cost-solid system to recognize extravagant number plates and register grievances about vehicles that have extravagant number plates. First and foremost, the system identifies the sort of vehicle and afterward caught a picture of the front perspective of the vehicle by a camera. The plate is fragmented to contain characters. The motivation behind the framework is intended for dim scale picture change so it distinguishes the number plate no matter what its tone. Characters are fragmented from the vehicle number plate by utilizing format coordinating. The approaching picture trim of all void areas and edges is done on the picture. The examination between the subsequent numbers which are accessible in the information base furthermore gives data about the vehicle number plate type. Furthermore, give them data about relaxation, and the passing date, and also, stores data in the information base to keep up with the records of the vehicle.

The Automatic Number Plate Recognition System (ANPR) was developed in 1976. Vehicle Number Plate Recognition is a picture handling that portrays the extraction of vehicle permit numbers plate from advanced pictures. It comprises a camera that takes pictures of a vehicle, tracks down the area of the number plate in the picture, and afterward division the characters by utilizing the layout matching strategy. The framework deciphers the pixel worth of the permit number into mathematical or string. The vehicle Number Plate Recognition (NPR) framework can be utilized in numerous areas like speed implementation and motorways, robotization of parking garages, cost courts, and so on. The previous technique is utilized for plate variety data which distinguishes just single-variety number plates or uses a choice variety search calculation that is computationally costly or utilizes a man-made brain network that includes complex science. The proposed Vehicle Number Plate Recognition System is a productive variety free with the goal that it can run continuously utilizing an ordinary work area PC and may perceive different standard number plates like Transport Vehicles (Yellow), Non-Transport Vehicles (Green and White), and Electric Vehicles (Green) under satisfactory lighting conditions.
II. BLOCK DIAGRAM

![Block Diagram](image_url)

**Fig. Block Diagram**

We are making a Fancy Number Plate Recognition System (FNPR) an image taking care of development that uses capable computations to perceive the vehicle number from steady pictures. We are catching the picture of an extravagant number plate and store in the data set.

In this system, the administrator deals with the clients. Administrators can erase the information or really take a look at the rundown and deal with the information of the data set. This system sends the warnings to the RTO area and the outcome is shown in the image format.

A. CAPTURE IMAGE

We really want an HD camera to come by results. We can catch the pictures from the video transfer or by catching each also, every picture from the webcam physically. Doing the casing catch from the surge of video will give us brings about less time however, we will not have the option to catch the number plate appropriately on the off chance that we lose light or something and in the event that the number plate isn't caught as expected.

B. NUMBER PLATE DETECTION

In this specific cycle, we can trim the picture of the number plate from the identified vehicle. The isolated picture will be taken for preprocessing for perceiving characters.

![Separated Number Plate Image](image_url)

**Fig. Separating Number Plate Image**

C. CHARACTER RECOGNITION

With the assistance of the SVM Algorithm, Preprocessing work and Character Prediction work will be finished. The output of the above image will be:

![Character Output](image_url)
III. ALGORITHM

Step 1: Take the Image of Vehicles.
Step 2: Convert the Image into Gray Scale.
Step 3: Crop the region of Number Plate.
Step 4: Find the edges all Character region.
Step 5: Separate the characters.
Step 6: Train the Dataset of Particular Character (Especially Fancy Characters).
Step 7: Recognized the Characters.
Step 8: Show the Predicted Output.
Step 9: If Fancy Number Plate Identified then, Send the Penalty to the Registered Email Id.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

![Fig. Showing Fancy Number Plate to the camera](image1)

![Fig. Plate Number Identification](image2)

![Fig. Email Notification](image3)

V. ADVANTAGES

- Tracking of Number Plates by Traffic Police.
- Recognize the Characters with Higher Accuracy.
- Diminish the hour of Registration of a vehicle at Public Parking.
- Simple to recognize a Vehicle Details having Fancy Number Plate.
VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed a continuous and productive technique for Vehicle Number acknowledgment and execution of that strategy for programmed cost charge assortment. The system has been caught pictures of extravagant number plates and send the notice to the RTO office. This proposed system distinguishes the extravagant number plate and consequently sends the notice and naturally gathers the cost charge. The system has been tried on many pictures of different lighting conditions and the system can be carried out on motorways and parkways for programmed cost charge assortment. The proposed arrangement will lessen registration look at the time while inferring other added benefits as far as stopping the executives and traffic observing. In this system, an extravagant number plate will be recognized and diminish the labor of the police division. Likewise, it can give proprietor data utilizing Number Plate. These systems have a camera that is explicitly intended for ANPR.
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